
 

To our AMAZING Partners all around the globe – 

  

We have INCREDIBLE NEWS and important updates to 
our compensation plan that we believe will raise your 
income and grow your business faster at every level, and 
we wanted to share this with you. 

Leadership Bonuses: 

Our Leadership Bonuses start at the Director level and go 
all the way up to to Ambassador.  Our core goal is to help 
you attract more people to your business who want a 
lifestyle enhancement. The Director bonus doesn’t help 
accomplish that core goal since a partner will only earn 
$15 - $30 at most per partner. Therefore, we are going to 
split that code in half and create a new 1 Star Ambassador 
code that will allow us to create income stories that will 
accelerate the growth for every Travorium Partner.  

TRAVORIUM PACK: 
This is an OPTIONAL pack that will allow a person to 
purchase extra points so they can experience the 
amazing travel destinations of Travorium right away. The 
details are forthcoming, but the Travorium Pack will 
strengthen retention, accelerate sales and increase 
commissions at every rank!    



  

Examples: 
Active 2 Star Directors could earn as much as $3,000 per 
month (25 - 40 members per leg) 

Active 3 Star Directors could earn as much as $5,000 per 
month (63 – 100 members per leg) 

Active Ambassadors could earn as much as $14,000 per 
month (188 – 300 members per leg) 

Active 1 Star Ambassadors could earn as much as 
$25,000 per month (375 – 600 members per leg)                                                                                                                                                                           

  

AND IN ADDITION TO THAT… 

3 STAR DIRECTOR:  LESS VOLUME = MORE MONEY 
One of the biggest moves we are undertaking is to make it 
easier to become a 3 Star Director by lowering the 
required volume from a total volume of 12,000 BV (6,000 
BV per leg) to 10,000 BV (5,000 BV per leg). This is 
almost a 20% REDUCTION in required volume, while 
allowing you to potentially earn more money!   

  

2 STAR DIRECTOR BONUS: 
In order, to pay out more money on less volume, we are 
adjusting how we pay our 2 Star Bonuses.    



Initially this bonus paid $750.00 per month, and this bonus 
is the highest payout level in our company and the 
industry (75% of BV is paid out). 

Starting May 1, the bonuses will range from $300- $750 
per month. For many of you the bonus of $750.00 will not 
change as the CSV amount from your personal 
customer sales will determine your bonus amount. 
This signifies that some of you will need to make a few 
more sales to increase your bonus back to $750. 
For example, if your current CSV is 500, your bonus will 
be $500.00. If you personally enroll a Platinum member, 
your CSV will increase by 80 and so will your bonus by 
$80.00.  

We want to assure you that this is still the highest payout 
in the industry no matter which bonus amount you are 
receiving, and this is a more equitable way of distributing 
the bonuses and encouraging the correct activities to help 
you achieve 3 Star Director.  

  

NEW LIFESTYLE BONUSES: 
We are replacing our current car program with Lifestyle 
Bonuses so that a partner can choose the best way to 
enhance their life whether that’s buying a car, a house, or 
to use towards traveling. Furthermore, we’ve expanded 
the bonuses with an increase at every new rank you 
achieve.   



  

3 Star Director:       $300  
4 Star Director:       $400  
Ambassador:       $500 
1 Star Ambassador:   $600  
2 Star Ambassador:   $700  
3 Star Ambassador:   $800  
4 Star Ambassador:   $900  
Presidential Ambassador:  $1,000  
Chairman:               $1,500  
Executive Chairman:    $1,800      
  

3 Star Director CSV requirement will be moved up to 450 
CSV formally 400 CSV starting May 1st, 2022.  
  

PARTNERSHIP FEE:  
We are one of the lowest cost opportunities in the world 
and we are proud that we’ve run such a lean operation to 
grow our business. However, due to inflation and rising 
wages, we need to bump the cost of being a partner from 
$49 to $99 effective July 1st, 2022.  This is a mild price 
increase that helps us scale the business globally and 
allows us to still be one of the lowest cost opportunities in 
the world.   



It has always been our goal and continues to be the goal 
to help impact peoples lives in a positive way. To motivate 
partners to strive for new levels of achievement. Our 
compensation plan enhancements will allow a partner to 
advance through the plan faster and earn potentially more 
money as they rank advance through levels at Travorium. 

 We have built Travorium on 3 founding principals:  

1. To make sure our travel membership brings value to the 
market place and people travel.  

2. A compensation plan that is fair and allows people to 
win at every level.  

3. People do matter here at Travorium.  

In service to others,  

C.E.O / FOUNDER  




